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Kansas City, MO



Kansas City has a strong history of Jazz. Music legends like Charlie “Bird” Parker visited the Musicians 
Foundation on Vine for late-night jams, and Count Basie performed at the Drum Room. A variety of 
legendary Jazz musicians made Kansas City a frequent stop. Director and Kansas City native Robert Altman 
produced his Jazz-Age movie “Kansas City” here, using local talent.  He revitalized the area for his set and 
expressed that there was no other place to produce his movie. Because Kansas City was considered the 
“Paris of the Midwest”, Jazz helped cultivate the persona. Jazz greats, Lonnie McFadden, Charles Williams, 
and contemporary artists have continue to keep this genre alive. 

To honor this history, the MCC-Penn Valley campus invites you to join the second annual Jazz in the Valley 
fundraiser which will include performances by acclaimed local artists and MCC-Penn Valley alumni. Two 
bands will perform including the MCC-Penn Valley Jazz Group. This group will include former students 
and faculty. We will also host one national headliner - Minus2 - for the event. Proceeds from this event will 
support the creation of a Music Engineering program at MCC.

 SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
Wolf Pack Platinum ($15,000):
Brand presence on event website; brand presence at Jazz in the Valley; 
two complimentary tickets to VIP Reception; one Prominent Vendor 
table; Introduction and speaking opportunity.

Wolf Pack Gold ($6,000): 
Brand presence on event website; two complimentary tickets to VIP 
Reception; one Prominent Vendor table.

Wolf Pack Silver ($3,000): 
Brand presence at Jazz in the Valley; one Prominent Vendor table

Wolf Pack Bronze ($1,000): 
Brand presence at Jazz in the Valley

Wolf Pack Pup: Listed as a sponsor

mcckc.edu

or email:  
PV.President@mcckc.edu

Scan the code to 
sponsor Jazz in 

the Valley

Join Metropolitan Community 
College for the second annual 
Jazz in the Valley event being 
held on the MCC-Penn Valley 

Campus on Friday, Sept. 30 
from 6-9 p.m.


